SA&SLABOR - ZZZ-Labor Studies
SA&SMATHPR - ZZZ-Math Programs
SA&SMICROS - ZZZ-Microcomputing
SA&SSPECPR - ZZZ-Special Programs
SCEFNARTS - ZZZ-Fine Arts
SAIRSCIE - ZZZ-Air Science
SMILSIE - Military & Veteran Studies
SGERONTO - Gerontology
SPSYCTR - Center for Trauma Recovery
SA&SACAD - Academic Advising, Arts & Scie
SCACEN - Child Advocacy Center
SANTHROP - Anthropology
SBIOLOGY - Biology
SCHEMIST - Chemistry
SCRIM&CI - Criminology & Criminal Justice
SDEANA&S - Dean of Arts & Sciences
SECONOMI - Economics
SENGLISH - English
SFORLANG - Language & Cultural Studies
SHISTORY - History
SICTRPEC - Harris World Ecology Center
SIWGSTU - Program in Gender Studies
SMATH&CS - ZZZ-Mathematics & Computer Sci
SPHILOSO - Philosophy
SPHYASTR - Physics and Astronomy
SPOLISCI - Political Science
SPSYCHOL - Dept of Psychological Science
SPSYSERV - Psychological Services
SSOCIOL - Sociology
SACDE - ZZZ-Center for Academic Develo
SACF - VC Academic Affairs
SGRADSCH - Graduate School
SCTREFC - Ctr for Excel Financial Couns
SACADDEV - Center for Academic Developmen
SDEANEVE - Dean Evening College
SCETHICS - Center for Ethics Public Life
SCE&TC - Computer Education & Training
SCONTEDU - VC- Acad Affairs CE & Outreach
SCHOCD - Connect Human Origin & Cul Div
SCLABTV - Des Lee Collaborative
SBRTPK - ZZZ-Business Research&TechPark
SVCACAFF - VC Academic Affairs
SBUSN - College of Business Administra
SLDRSHIN - Executive Leadership Institute
SBUSECE - Continuing Business Education
SBUSSUM - Summer Session Instruction
SBUSSUMMER - Summer
SBUSRES - Research
SBUSMKT - Marketing
SBUSMKTING - Marketing Area
SBUSMIS - Mgmt Info Systems Area
SBUSMISYS - Mgmt. Info Systems Area
SBUSMAN - Management
SBUSMANAG - Management Area
SBUSLOM - Supply Chain Mgmt & Analytics
SBUSLOMANN - Supply Chain Mgmt & Analytics
SBUSINS - Instruction Other
SBUSIBI - International Bus Inst
SBUSIBINST - International Business Inst.
SBUSGEN - CoBA General
SBUSGENER - CoBA General
SBUSFIN - Finance
SBUSFINAN - Finance Area
SBUSACC - Accounting
SBUSACCTG - Accounting Area
SCTRIBS - Center for Bus & Ind Studies
SELEARN - eLearning
SREVENUE - Campus Specific Revenues
SACORUAL - Campus Specific Accruals
SCEEEREVC - Campus Specific Extension Reco
SCHR SVBL - Chancellor Reserves & Fund Bal
SCOSTREC - Campus Specific Cost Recoverie
SCPSSPEC - Campus Specific
SRVSFDBL - Campus Specific Reserve & Fund
SSTFBEN - Campus Specific Staff Benefits
STRNFRS - Campus Specific Transfers

SCHAN - Chancellor
SMRKT - University Advt Marketing
SUAMARKT - University Advt Marketing
SUNYCOMM - University Communications
SPRINTING - Printing Services
SGRAPHIC - Graphic Services
SRES - VC Research
SPUPORES - Community Innov & Action Ctr
SMPPADM - ZZZ-Public Policy Admin
SMOIMH - MO Institute of Mental Health
SMIMHRESEV - MIMH-Research & Evaluation
SMIMHPOPED - MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed
SMIMHCBHI - MIMH-Consult Behav Hlth Innov
SMIMHPLOYT - ZZZ-MIMH-Policy & Ethics
SMIMHLIBRY - MIMH-Library
SMIMHCLDF - ZZZ-MIMH-Child & Family
SMIMHMMLHL - ZZZ-MIMH-Mental Health Systems
SMIMHDNTED - ZZZ-MIMH-Continuing Education
SMIMHDADM - MIMH-Administration

SCTRNS - ZZZ-Center for Nanoscience
SNEURODY - ZZZ-Center for Neurodynamics
SCTRME - ZZZ-Ctl forMolecularElectronics
SRSCHAD - Research & Econ Comm Dev
SMAMTC - ZZZ-Missouri Enterprise
SRLRS - ZZZ-Leadership Institute
SRSCH - ZZZ-VC Research

SCHNL - Chancellor
SATHLCS - Athletics
SPUBAFFR - Public Affairs
SSHEARINST - ZZZ-SueShear Institute for Women
SPUBAFFAIR - ZZZ-SpecialUnits-PublicAffairs
SCAMPCHN - Campus Departments Chancellor
SCHSU - Chancellor-Special Units
SCHANCEL - Special Units Chancellor
SCHANSPE - ZZZ-SpecialUnitsChildAdvocacyS
SOEOPPP - Special Units Office of Equal

SMTS - VC Finance & Administration
SCASH - Cashier’s Office
SCASHIER - Cashiers Office
SSFTY - Institutional Safety
SASDSFTY - ASD Institutional Safety Proj
SPARKING - Transportation & Parking
SPOLICE - UMSL Police
SCFM - Facilities Management
SFACPLAN - ZZZ-Facilities Planning
SGROUNDS - Grounds
SFACP&D - Facilities Planning & Design
SFACCONS - Facilities Construction
SSECVC - ZZZ-Security Services
SENVHLSF - Environmental Health & Safety
SPLCONS - ZZZ-Planning & Construction
SPROJECTS - ZZZ-Planning & Construction Pr
SCAPROJ - Facilities Management
SFACSERV - Maintenance Operations
SCUSTODIAL - ZZZ-Custodial Services
SCUSTOMER - ZZZ-Customer Services